Hypercholesterolemia in the rabbit induced by feeding graded amounts of low-level cholesterol. Methodological considerations regarding individual variability in response to dietary cholesterol and development of lesion type.
While a number of studies have presented detailed examinations of lesion development in the cholesterol-fed rabbit, individual variability in response to cholesterol feeding and type of lesion produced relative to the degree of cholesterol exposure is not well defined. This study analyzed such critical parameters in an attempt to further characterize the model and establish a baseline for future testing of treatments targeted at limiting atherosclerosis. For these experiments, male New Zealand White rabbits were fed atherogenic diets consisting of 0.05%, 0.10%, 0.15%, 0.20%, or 0.25% cholesterol dissolved in 6% peanut oil for 31 to 32 weeks. Raising dietary cholesterol from 0.05% to 0.15% resulted in a less than twofold stepwise increase in total plasma cholesterol (TPC) exposure (area under plasma cholesterol versus time curve), whereas further increases in cholesterol intake resulted in an exponential four- to fivefold increase in TPC exposure. Regression analysis of TPC exposure with aortic sudanophilia demonstrated a threshold of approximately 5000 cholesterol weeks; below this limit lesions were minimal, and above this value the degree of plaque correlated with TPC exposure. Furthermore, a wide biological variability occurred among rabbits with respect to individual responsiveness to dietary cholesterol. In the aorta, various types of plaques, from fatty streaks to atheromatous lesions, were observed, depending on the degree of cholesterol intake. Diets consisting of < 0.15% cholesterol resulted in the development of fatty streak lesions, while transitional lesions and atheromatous plaques were mostly found with higher cholesterol feeding. Coronary artery atherosclerosis was present in > 50% of animals fed diets > or = 0.15% cholesterol. Despite the level of TPC exposure, coronary lesions in epicardial vessels were generally the fibrous type, whereas intramyocardial arteries demonstrated predominantly intimal foam cells. In conclusion, by adjusting dietary cholesterol intake and selecting rabbits with a similar responsiveness to cholesterol, the overall cholesterol exposure can be more closely controlled to minimize the inherent individual variability among animals in this model. The nature of the target lesion must also be carefully considered, because the efficacy of some treatments may depend on the type of atherosclerotic plaque.